Bunny Birthday Bag
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:


Birthday Bundle, May Kit 2015

Additional supplies used:





121045 Basic Black cardstock ( eyes)
119860 1-3/8" Circle Punch (eyes)
119860 1" Circle Punch (eyes, nose)
133325 Fringe Scissors (whiskers)

Instructions:
1. Trim off the flap of the bag. Turn it over to the white side and adhere to bottom of the bag to create the
bunny face.
2. Cut one of the orange balloon die cuts in half (from the kit) and adhere to the bottom of the bunny face.
3. Punch eyes (two each of 1-3/8" white and 1" black circles). Adhere together first, then adhere to bunny
face by tucking under orange piece (the eyes overlap each other a little bit)
4. Punch 1" nose from the blue side of one of the card bases (from the kit).
5. Cut strips of black cardstock with the Fringe Scissors for the whiskers (or hand cut thin strips)
6. Assemble nose and whiskers by adhering whiskers on the back of the nose. Then adhere nose &
whiskers to bunny face with a foam dot (from the kit)
7. Enjoy!
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Balloon Flower Card
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:


Birthday Bundle, May Kit 2015

Additional supplies used:




100730 Whisper White cardstock (4" x 5-1/4")
119683 Daffodil Delight cardstock (scrap)
119873 3/4" Circle Punch

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stamp greeting in lower right corner of 4" x 5-1/4" Whisper White cardstock.
Create flower by stamping balloon image 6 times in a circle, slightly overlapping each balloon image
Repeat for a total of three flowers
Punch three 3/4" circle from Daffodil Delight cardstock.
Adhere circles to center of flowers.
Adhere stamped panel to a folded card base from the kit (blue side up, diagonal stripes will be the back of
the card.)
7. Enjoy!
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